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Pushing exercises to help balance out your pole, hoop, and aerial work 

Most people have this common muscle imbalance 

Because of the nature of modern life, these days it’s very common to be 
tight in your pushing muscles; your chest, and shoulders. Most people 
spend too much time sat at a desk for work, driving, or just sitting, all of 
which tightens these areas, leaving the muscles of the upper back 
lengthened and weak in the process.  

It’s also common for people to focus more of their training efforts on 
the muscles they can see – chest, abdominals, and biceps. They again 
causing a change in posture over time where the shoulders are pulled 
forwards and the arms inwards. This postural abnormality is known as 
hyper-kyphosis. 

 

…But not you lot 

It can often be different for pole, hoop, and aerial artists – 
you’re just not like most people (in a good way). These forms 
of training all require a large amount of pulling work, heavily 
targeting the muscles in the back. This leaves you in the very 
unusual position of being imbalanced the other way – you 
actually need to work on strengthening your pushing muscles.  

 

 

Why is it important to correct this? 

It’s important because any imbalance is unhealthy, regardless of which muscles are stronger. 
Imbalances can affect posture, range of movement, performance and increase injury risk. To be able 
to perform to your very best abilities, and to ensure you can train as hard as you want, as often as you 
want, it’s vital to get some pushing exercises into your routine. 
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What should you do? 

How much training you should do on pull exercises depends on a number of things: 

1) Your training regime: you should do push work as often as you do pull, so if you do pole twice 
a week, two sessions of these exercises will help. If you do a lot of weights and split your 
exercises into muscle groups, one session focusing on chest each week and one on shoulders 
is common. 

2) Your experience: if you’re new to weights training, or haven’t done it for some time, start 
slowly. The most important aspect of training is consistency, so it’s important to find a level 
that allows you to do it at least a few times each week without feeling exhausted or injuring 
yourself. 

3) Available time: you may have plenty of spare time to devote to extra training, but even if you 
don’t, just 10-15 minutes once a week will make a difference to begin with. 

4) Previous and current injuries: shoulder pain is a common complaint, so if you are suffering 
even a minor niggle, get it sorted before adding pressing exercises to your routine – they’re 
renowned for increasing risk of shoulder problems so it’s important they’re healthy before 
you start. 

5) Your preferences: We spent the most time doing the training we love, and it’s easy to ignore 
things we know we should do but don’t enjoy. If this is the case for you when it comes to 
resistance training, and pull work in particular, focus on how it might help you to do what you 
love better, and again, start with just a small amount each week 

Guidelines on how much to do 
 

Sets per exercise: 
This is up to you. People are always surprised to learn that one set of each exercise is highly 
effective when you’re just starting out, and even with experience as long as you make it 
challenging. If you’re experienced and looking for more development, 2-4 sets per exercise 
can help. 
 
Sets per muscle group: 
If you’re doing a total body resistance plan 2-3 times per week, you’ll only be doing one or 
two exercises per muscle group, in which case, stick to no more than 4 sets. If you follow a 
split routine, targeting different muscles on different days, because of the longer recovery 
time between sessions, you may build up to as much as 8-12 sets per muscle groups (2-4 
different exercises, each with 2-3 sets). 
 
Reps per set: 
This again depends on goals and experience. If you’re new to the training, or haven’t done 
it for a long time, anywhere between 8-12 reps is a good place to start as it provides a nice 
balance of strength, endurance, and definition.  
 
If you know you need to build strength, go for lower reps, around 6, with higher weights, 
whereas if you’re trying to develop endurance for longer routines or get that leaner look, 
go for higher reps between 15 and 25 with much lighter weights. 
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Dumbbell Chest Press – chest, shoulders, and triceps 

 This is a classic compound (multi-muscle) exercise giving you big benefits in the process. 
 Using the Swiss Ball instead of a bench allows for more work on your core too. 
 Keep wrists firm throughout and elbows soft at the top of the movement. 

 

 
Dumbbell ‘C’ Sweep – chest, shoulders, and rotator cuff 

Start at the halfway position of the chest press, arms bent at around 90 degrees. 
 Draw the elbows inwards towards your sides and rotate the dumbbells around as you do 

so until they tap together above your abdomen. 

 

 
  

Suspension training 
 
If you have access to suspension training kit like a TRX of FitKit Pro, these are awesome 
pieces of kit for developing pole and aerial fitness. Much like our sport, they use your 
bodyweight as the resistance, and really challenge your core and rotator cuff muscles 
because of the need for stability throughout. Press-ups and fly exercises are a great 
addition to your workout routine. 
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Dynaband Chest Press – chest, shoulders, and triceps 

 The same movement as a dumbbell chest press, but performed with a Dynaband either 
wrapped under the armpits or securely attached to something behind you. 

 

ALTERNATIVES 

Dynaand Chest Fly High crossover Low crossover 

For the high and low crossovers, the band will need to be anchored to a secure object – a 
pole is a great option, as is a banister. If you are training from home, the band can be 
secured in a door with a door anchor, but be sure that the door is closing towards you to 
avoid it opening unexpectedly.  
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Landmine press – chest, shoulders, and triceps 

 A single arm inclined chest press movement 
using an Olympic Bar secured firmly into a 
corner or with the special Landmine Press 
floorplate.  

  
 This exercise is great for challenging the 

rotator cuff muscles in your shoulder and your 
core strength too. 

 
ALTERNATIVES 

Two-armed Landmine Press 

Bring bar up, across and down onto opposite shoulder 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget the humble press-up too… 
 
There are too many options to show here – kneeling, stairs, incline, Swiss Ball and many 
more. Whichever option you choose, the press-up will build functional strength for your 
pole and aerial work by targeting not only the bigger outer muscles of your chest, 
shoulders, and arms, but also your deep core muscles too. 
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Dumbbell Shoulder Press – shoulders, and triceps 
 It is best to do this one standing as it ensures you engage your core and glute muscles 

throughout. Keep wrists firm throughout, elbows soft at the top of the movement and 
choose a range of movement that’s comfortable and effective for you. 

 

 
 

ALTERNATIVES 

Arnie Press   
Begin with dumbbells tucked in and rotate up and out to the top of the press position. 

 
Kettlebell Press  
Upturn a kettlebell and hold by the handles to challenge wrist strength. 
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Press with twist 
Great for your core muscles, you can do these with dumbbells or a ViPR 

 

 

 

As fit as an Olympian 
 
Whilst they’re complex moves and require plenty of coaching and practice, the Olympic 
Lifts (the clean and jerk, and the snatch) and variations of these, are awesome ways to 
develop strength in your shoulders. In fact, you’ll target your whole body with these power 
moves. Learn the technique first and start with little or no weight at all before loading the 
bar – they’re high benefit but because they’re complex, they’re high risk too. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


